The quantum link [1] Hamiltonian was introduced two decades ago as an alternative to Wilson's Euclidean lattice QCD with gauge fields represented by bi-linear fermion/anti-fermion operators. When generalized this new microscopic representation of lattice field theories is referred as D-theory [2] . Recast as a Hamiltonian in Minkowski space for real time evolution, D-theory leads naturally to quantum Qubit algorithms. Here to explore digital quantum computing for gauge theories, the simplest example of U(1) compact QED on triangular lattice is defined and gauge invariant kernels for the Suzuki-Trotter expansions are expressed as Qubit circuits capable of being tested on the IBM-Q and other existing Noisy Intermediate Scale Quantum (NISQ) hardware. This is a modest step in exploring the quantum complexity of D-theory to guide future applications to high energy physics and condensed matter quantum field theories.
Introduction
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) remains a singularly difficult computational problem. In spite of the success of Wilson's Euclidean lattice QCD, there remains the notorious sign problem making predictions of real-time dynamics impossible, as well as severely limiting the determination of parton distribution functions and thermodynamics at non-zero chemical potentials needed by HEP experiments. On quantum computers, these sign problems are solved in principle. One defines a Hamiltonian operator for unitary evolution in continuous time. Two discretizations are required for any finite Qubit algorithm: i) Placing the Kogut Susskind Hamiltonian [3] on a finite volume lattice and replacing Euclidean time (it) by Minkowski time (t) to guarantee unitary real time quantum evolution. ii.) The less familiar step of replacing field variables by a finite set of Qubits per lattice cell. The quantum link representation of Brower, Chandrasekar and Wiese [1] or D-theory accomplishes this second, field space quantization.
Since the introduction of D-Theory in the context of classical computing algorithms, it has continued to be developed for quantum computing of growing number of interesting theories reviewed by Uwe Wiese [4] . This talk will briefly present D-theory for QCD and then consider a simple prototype example of U(1) gauge theory on a 2d triangular lattice, which is capable of testing small kernel consistent with the hardware constraints in the NISQ era.
Quantum link D-theory for QCD
In going from the Euclidean D-theory to the Minkowski Hamiltonian, what is required, roughly speaking, is swapping the extra-dimension fermion with a gauge-fixed temporal realtime axis. The result is a wide range of spin and gauge field theories represented in the terminology of Bravyi-Kitaev [5] as Fermionic Quantum Computing algorithms. For example, for QCD the Hamiltonian isĤ
The key to the construction is a faithful preservation of the symplectic gauge algebra by introducing on each link ( x, x + µ ) operators, 
Quantum Links for U(1) gauge Theory
To test D-theory operation on existing Quantum Computing hardware, we now consider the simplest non-trivial confining gauge theory: the 2+1 Abelian U(1) theory on a triangular lattice. The compact U(1) group manifold itself is a circle S 1 , and the gauge algebra is realized as
The single link compact manifold, L 2 (S 1 ), is infinite dimensional but it is a discrete set of Fourier modes in the flux basis, |q , enumerated by integer or half integer wave number q. In this Hilbert space we have that the action of E L ,U is given by E L |q = q |q , U |q = |q + 1 . It is easy to check that [E L ,U] = U and that this representation is irreducible. When we truncate the charge basis, U and U † needs to annihilate the largest and smallest charge states respectively. D-theory replaces this manifold by the simplest truncation with a fermion bilinear representation,Û = b † a, on a two Qubit state. However since Fermion number,N = a † a + b † b, is conserved on each link, we may project onto the two states withN = a † a + b † b = 1 and faithfully represent the D-theory algebra in terms of Pauli matrices,
in a single Qubit space. Note in this Abelian example both left and right gauge generators at the ends of each link are the same up to a sign. Relative to the full U(1) manifold, now the flux is restricted to ±1/2 on each link. We need to extend this setup to allow for larger values of the flux. The angular momentum algebra can serve as a starting point for a representation of the equations [E L ,U] = U, [E L ,U † ] = −U † , with E = L z and U ∝ L + , so that the electric field squared is not just a constant like in the spin 1/2 representation. We can get higher angular momentum representations by addition of angular momentum. This way we write the E,U in terms of sums of spin 1/2 representations. This decomposition by addition of angular momentum, allows us to define small kernels for existing NISQ hardware.
Hamiltonian for 2 +1 U(1) gauge theory
In D-theory higher flux as we approach the continuum is built up by coherent states either in an extra dimension and/or at larger spatial distances. The dynamics of this coherence is an example of the typical physical mechanism requirement at a second order phase point in order to take the continuum limit. If achieved, universality requires a similar phase boundary familiar in the classical example of the Ising vs the φ 4 Hamiltonian dynamics.
We consider the 2 + 1 d U(1) gauge theory Hamiltonian on a 2d spatial lattice. Beginning with a single plaquette with ±1/2 quantum links we build up high flux by stacking them in an extra dimension and extending them on finite spatial volume. We being with the single spatial plaquette as the simplest toy model.
Single Gauge Plaquette Model
The Hamiltonian for a single triangular plaquette stacked up in an extra dimension enumerated by s with periodic boundary conditions iŝ
The lattice structure of this spin-basis Hamiltonian is as in Fig. 2 with triangle links, each of which can be represented as one Qubit spatial link, stacked in the direction of the extra dimension. The first term corresponds to the electric termÊ 2 of (2.1), and third term to the plaquette term of (2.1) represents the magneticB 2 part of the energy. The positive and negative flux is created by σ + and σ − respectively. Notice that on a single linkÊ 2 is constant, so we need at least one nearest neighbor to separate states based on differences of total electric flux.
The second term can be rewritten as a sum of XX and YY interactions: σ + j,s σ − j,s+1 +σ − j,s σ + j,s+1 = 1 2 (σ x j,s σ x j,s+1 + σ y j,s σ y j,s+1 ). It is an anti-ferromagnetic nearest neighbor XY spin 1/2 chain for each link. Together with the first term, it composes a 1D spin-1/2 anisotropic XXZ model. There are no gauge variables on links into the extra direction so that the gauge theory still has only the proper 2d spatial gauge rotations at each site. For example for a single (1, 2, 3) plaquette model the generators are given by
where (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1) . Given the periodic conditions and the commutation relations [σ z j , σ ± i ] = ±δ i j σ ± , we may easily see that all three gauge operators satisfy [E i j ,Ĥ P ] = 0. The integer flux values for E i j at each site represent exact conserved Gauss' law sectors. Now, we can expand this model to finite volume (areas in the two spatial dimensions) with multiple triangles for very small systems with periodic boundary conditions giving a 2d torus. For example in Fig. 3 is a lattice of eight plaquettes triangulating a space for a 2 × 2 torus, but we may easily extend this to larger than 2 × 2. The triangle plaquette tiling forms a bipartite dual hexagonal lattice in Fig. 3(right) , where the Pauli terms of the Hamiltonian associated with one fixed color commute with each other. This leads naturally to a term Trotter expansion where one can parallelize the evolution on a quantum computing algorithm with gauge invariant kernels on plaquettes. These are implemented next as quantum circuits for single 2 layer single plaquette model. Figure 3 : Example of triangulations of two dimensional spaces for 2 × 2 torus. Tessellation of 2 × 2 torus. On the left the lattice has 12 independent links (labeled with numbers), 4 independent vertices (labeled with colors) and 8 independent faces. With two layes this is 24 Qubit Hamiltonian On the right we color the lattice into two sets of face as a bipartite dual hexagonal lattice.
Gauge Invariant Trotter Decomposition and Quantum Circuits
In order to simulate the time evolution e −iĤt |ψ of the plaquette model on a digital quantum computer, the interactions between the links are represented as entanglements between the corresponding Qubits. Each of the exponentials ofÊ 2 , coupling, andB 2 terms can be represented as a quantum circuit as Fig. 4a, 4b, and 4c respectively. The coupling constant information and the evolution time t in encoded in the rotation angle of the RZ and RX gates. The XX and YY terms commute with each other and together are gauge invariant. The other two are gauge invariant on their own. The separate non-commuting terms inĤ can be approximated via the Trotter decomposition exactly maintaining gauge invariance and unitarity. Introducing small time intervals ∆t = t/n, the Trotter evolution for n steps is
For the single plaquette model, one Trotter step is illustrated in Fig. 4d . Since different Qubit Pauli matrices commute with each other, the multiple terms forÊ 2 ,B 2 , and the inter layer XY coupling may be implemented in parallel on a quantum circuit. Fig. 5 demonstrates an example of the time evolution for the single plaquette model Hamiltonian with Trotter decomposition with two different time intervals ∆t = 0.5 and ∆t = 0.125, compared with the exact computation.
For the multiple plaquette model, we may simply duplicate and repeat this kernel, adding only one additional layer for the two groups of the plaquette terms with different colors which do not commute with each other. 
Future Directions
We have discussed a possible implementation of the U(1) gauge theory in 2 + 1 dimensions on a quantum computer made of Qubits. The small kernels identified in this paper are typical of kernels encountered in a variety of theories. Investigating alternative Qubit circuit implementations and testing them in early Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) platforms is useful. This is a process of both refining code kernels and evaluating quantum hardware systems. D-theory for d = 4 gauge and d = 2 chiral spin theories with asymptotic freedom scaling have a clear path to the continuum due to the gapless phase in d + 1. For the Abelian case, a plausible route to the coherent formation of large flux at physical scales is less well understood. Perhaps a promising avenue of investigation of this two state triangular lattice Abelian quantum link model is to look at its duality to a spin model on a hexagonal lattice following arguments similar to the classic duality of the 3d of Ising model and WegnerâȂŹs 3d Z 2 gauge theories on a square lattice.
Finally there are many interesting small quantum lattice prototypes. For example in addition to toroidal geometries with periodic boundary condition, one may consider spherical or de-Sitter lattices starting with the sequence of platonic solids. One can even consider small hyperbolic or Anti-de-Sitter lattices generated by the triangle group [7] . In conclusion even within the limited context of U(1)/Z 2 quantum links in the 2 + 1 setups, there is a rich theory landscape for testing methods and confronting fundamental problems in quantum computing.
